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Archery Club and Range Insurance Available Through
Leavitt Recreation & Hospitality
Sturgis, SD (date) – Insurance for archery clubs and ranges can be expensive and difficult to find
in today’s market. Leavitt Recreation & Hospitality Insurance (LRHI) announces a new program
designed specifically for this market. As part of this new program, LRHI has launched
ArcheryInsurance.com to fill the need for quality, low-cost insurance for ranges and clubs.
“We have worked in niche insurance for over 25 years and have developed exclusive programs
for our other recreation and hospitality clients, so this was right up our alley,” said Chris Hipple,
vice president of LRHI. “The program offers general liability, property, equipment, commercial
auto, worker’s compensation, and umbrella policies.”
Policies for archery clubs and ranges are often filled with unique exclusions and written with
insurance companies considered “markets of last resort” in the industry. Through the Leavitt
Group, the 2nd largest privately-held brokerage in the United States, clients receive greater
insurance market access and a wide-range of insurance programs.
“We looked into the existing market and found that it was filled with cobbled-together offerings
from surplus lines insurance companies,” said Hipple. “The prices available seemed fairly high
for the actual risk, and we took a hard look at archery ranges and the risks involved.”
LRHI has extensive experience insuring RV parks and campgrounds and is one of the largest
agencies serving this sector in the nation. With this focus, the agency has achieved an elite
status with the insurance companies they represent. LRHI maintains open communication with
their carriers to modify coverage and to respond to the changing insurance needs of their
clients.
LRHI is affiliated with the Leavitt Group, an organization of independent insurance agencies with
115 offices across the United States. Clients look to the Leavitt Group for property and casualty
risk management, employee benefits solutions, and individual insurance policies. Clients also
benefit from the consultative approach to risk management found within the culture of each
office and the unique flexibility that comes with local, on-the-ground agency owners.
More information can be found at www.leavitt.com.
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